SHAPING A NEW WORLD - Booklist
These books explore the natural and geological history of the
Pacific Northwest.
Raven Makes the Aleutians: Adapted from a Traditional Native Story, illustrated by Janine Gibbons
Pre-K and up.
Library link: https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S30C3521293
“After the flood, Raven falls from the sky far out to sea. How will he get back to the mainland? With the
help of a friendly sea otter, Raven comes up with a plan. Will Raven reach the shore?”
Sharing Our World
Pre-K – 1st grade.
Library link: https://tacoma.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S102C1674378
“The images and text in this book are the work of First Nations and Native artists from communities
throughout the Pacific Northwest. Through their art and words, each artist has shared the importance of
their personal and cultural relationship to the natural world.”
West Coast Wild: A Nature Alphabet, by Deborah Hodge
Pre-K – 3rd grade.
Library link: https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S30C3118710
“This stunning nature alphabet book explores the fascinating ecosystem of the Pacific West Coast-a magnificent area that combines an ancient rainforest, a rugged beach and a vast, open ocean, and
where whales, bears, wolves, eagles and a rich variety of marine species thrive in an interconnected
web of life.”
Volcano Wakes Up! by Lisa Westberg Peters
Kindergarten – 5th grade.
Library link: https://sno-isle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S121C231617
“Playful poems from five alternating viewpoints tell the story of an exciting day--from sunrise to
moonrise--on a young, about-to-shout volcano.”
Earthshake: Poems from the Ground Up, by Lisa Westberg Peters
Grades 1-6.
Library link: https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S30C2210365
“Presents twenty-two poems about geology. End notes provide information about the earth's surface
and interior, types of rocks, and how volcanoes, glaciers, and erosion modify the landscape.”
Volcano: The Eruption and Healing of Mt St Helens
Grades 4-8.
Library link: https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/v2/record/S30C1323569
“In this extraordinary photographic essay, Patricia Lauber details the Mount St. Helens eruption and the
years following. Through this clear accurate account, readers of all ages will share the awe of the
scientists who witnessed both the power of the volcano and the resiliency of life.”

